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Abstract. In a distributed ledger with privacy features, it is important
to strike a balance between public verifiability and privacy. If transaction
data is public, anyone can verify whether the ledger satisfies certain properties. However, public transaction data may leak sensitive trading information or violate data privacy regulations. With encrypted transaction
data, public verifiability may be lost, as well as the possibility for thirdparty auditing, hindering compliance with regulations. By employing
homomorphic commitment schemes and non-interactive zero-knowledge
proofs, Narula et al. managed to achieve transaction privacy while retaining public verifiability and auditability with zkLedger [12]. This paper
extends the zkLedger design to support the asynchronous submission of
transfers and thereby avoids the race condition that required parties to
recompute and resubmit private transfers. The new design enables complex multiparty workflows to be built on the zkLedger platform. As an
example of such a workflow, we present a protocol to atomically and
privately swap assets.
Keywords: Swaps · Secure Multiparty Computation · Multiparty Workflows · Confidential Transactions · Pedersen Commitments · Bulletproofs
· Arithmetic Circuits.
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Introduction

Distributed ledger technology (DLT) allows companies to consolidate the infrastructure that reconciles transactions between them or within the companies
themselves. When designing such systems, one has to deal with information
boundaries. It may be undesirable for company A to see all the transactions
happening between company B and C as this may reveal trading strategies
or otherwise confidential information. Furthermore, the unrestricted sharing or
storage of unencrypted transaction data may violate data privacy laws such as
GDPR [8] or violate information boundary policies internal to companies, i.e.
the so called “Chinese Walls”.
For the scenarios sketched above, transaction privacy is essential, but may not
be enough. One of the core features of a distributed ledger such as Bitcoin [11],
is that any participant can evaluate the consistency of the ledger and assess its
non-repudiation and no-double-spending properties. Such DLTs are said to enjoy
public verifiability. zkLedger [12] achieves transaction privacy while retaining
public verifiability. The encrypted transactions come with proof objects that any
party can verify. These proof objects ascertain that nobody spent more money
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than they had and that they only spent their own money. The proof objects and
their verification do not reveal any other information than just that: they do not
reveal the participants in the transfers nor the amounts transferred.
Apart from public verifiability, parties may need to selectively reveal parts
of the encrypted data on the ledger to third-party auditors. They may also
be required to produce aggregations of the transfers they were involved in and
produce statistics such as the average amount transferred and report these to
the auditors. On a ledger without transaction privacy, the auditor can simply
perform these computations themselves. If the transaction data is encrypted,
the auditor will have to defer to the parties having the keys to the relevant
data. In this case, it is important that the auditor can still assess the validity
of the answers given by the parties. The parties should be able to convince the
auditor that they have computed the statistics correctly and have not left out
any transfers from the computation. zkLedger achieves this by using verifiable
computing techniques over commitments to the transfer amounts.
1.1

Contributions

Asynchronous Transfer Submission and Verification In zkLedger, transfer creation and submission has to happen synchronously with transfer verification.
The proofs associated with a transfer have to be based on the ledger history up
until the latest transfer. This means that if participant A and B both produce
a transfer based on the same ledger state, only one of those transfers will be
accepted. If A gets its transfer accepted, B has to create new proofs based on
the ledger state that includes A’s transfer. In section 4 we provide an addition to
zkLedger that allows us to make the submission and verification asynchronous.
Private Swaps In section 5 we describe a protocol that allows for two parties to
atomically exchange assets on a private ledger. The protocol does not leak any
information about the amounts swapped nor about the participants to any other
non-verifying party. We make essential use of asynchronous transfer submission
to make the protocol non-blocking for the parties involved.

2

Cryptographic Preliminaries

Our setting relies on some cryptographic primitives and assumptions that are
worth reviewing before diving into the content of the paper.
2.1

Assumptions

Let G be a cyclic group of order q.
Definition 1. (Discrete Log Problem (DLP)). If g is a generator of the group
G, every element h in G can be written as g x for some x. Given h and g, the
discrete logarithm problem is to find x, i.e. the discrete log to the base g of h in
the group G.
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The groups in our setting happen to be elliptic curves over a field Fp , hence the
DLP is also known as the Elliptic Curve Discrete Logarithm Problem (ECDLP).
Definition 2. (Decision Diffie-Hellman assumption (DDH)) [4]. A probabilistic
polynomial-time adversary has a negligible probability of distinguishing:
– (g a , g b , g ab ) for random a, b ∈ Z∗q
– (g a , g b , g c ) for random a, b, c ∈ Z∗q
with generator g ∈ G.
Definition 3. A Sigma protocol (Σφ ) is a three-step protocol in which communication between prover and verifier goes forwards once, then backwards, then
forwards again. These steps are generally called commitment, challenge and response (proof).
The Schnorr protocol is an example of a Σφ protocol.
Definition 4. (Random Oracle Model (ROM)) [3]. Given a security parameter
k, a random oracle R is a map from {0, 1}∗ to {0, 1}l(k) chosen by selecting
each bit of R(x) independently and uniformly, for every query x. l(·) is a length
function that determines the set of possible functions.
Fiat and Shamir [9] use the ROM to convert three-message identification
schemes to an efficient non-interactive signature scheme, while preserving the
security of the original scheme.
2.2

Cryptographic primitives

Definition 5. (Pedersen commitment). Let g, h ∈ G. Given a message v ∈ Zq
and a value r ∈ Zq drawn uniformly at random, a Pedersen commitment [13]
is a non-interactive, perfectly hiding and computationally binding, homomorphic
commitment defined as:
Com : Zq × Zq → G
Com(v, r) = g v hr
From now on, we will use commitment to refer to Pedersen commitment.
Definition 6. (Non-interactive zero-knowledge proof (NIZK)). A non-interactive
zero-knowledge proof is a protocol in which a prover convinces a verifier that
some statement holds without revealing anything about that statement apart from
that it holds.
These proofs are non-interactive in that any participant can create or validate
proofs without interacting with the other party in the protocol. Our NIZK proofs
are constructed by applying the Fiat-Shamir transform [9] on the Generalized
Schnorr Protocol [14,10], Bulletproofs [5] for range proofs and consistency proofs
and the OR-construction from [6]. Since we are using the Fiat-Shamir transform,
we rely on a random oracle to achieve security and full zero-knowledge [3].
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Definition 7. (Range Proof ). A range proof with respect to a commitment
scheme C is a proof of set membership in which the set φ is a continuous sequence
of integers φ = [a, b]; a, b ∈ N.
Given that we are working with Pedersen commitments in a group G of order q,
we are working with integers modulo q. We still need to be able to talk about
positive and negative integers. Given n ∈ N such that 2n−1 < q < 2n , we
designate values x ∈ Zq as positive if 0 < x < 2n−1 and negative otherwise.

3

Private Ledger

The aim of the private ledger is to maintain the privacy of its participants while
making it possible for a third party to get reliable answers. Both participants’
privacy and auditing capabilities are guaranteed.
As in the original zkLedger paper [12], the amount transferred and the participants involved are obfuscated and the transaction graph is hidden. Only the
time of the transfer and the type of asset transferred are public.
3.1

Setting

While the zkLedger paper leaves it open how to exactly maintain the ledger, this
paper is more specific to a certain setting. In this setting we have three types of
roles interacting with the system:
– depositors: parties allowed to submit public transfers,
– account holders: parties allowed to submit private transfers,
– verifier : the party who accepts/rejects transfers issued to the system
We will have a store for the ledger and associated data. Account holders submit
their private transfers to a queue on this store. Analogously, depositors send their
public transfers to a similar queue on the same store. The verifier regularly polls
the queue and verifies the private and public transfers against the current ledger
state. It then decides to accept or reject the transfers, depending on whether the
proofs can be verified successfully or not.
Adding the notion of a verifier is key to being able to process transfers more
asynchronously, as we will see in section 4. The verifier will receive a bit more
information than the other parties involved in the system to make its decisions.
However, the verifier will also provide proofs that it has processed this extra
information correctly. These proofs are public to any party interacting with the
system.
Unfortunately, private ledgers are less efficient than public ledgers for several
reasons: The proofs involved in transaction creation and validation are computationally expensive, especially range proofs. Despite recent improvements in
the time and size of the range proofs made by Bulletproofs [5], they are still
the slowest proofs to create. Furthermore, both the size and verification time
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of private transactions increases linearly with the number of participants. Thus,
private ledgers more suitable for a small number of accounts.
Our setting includes optimizations to address some efficiency challenges. As
we will see later in detail, the proof of assets guarantees that an account has
enough of an asset to transfer. The verifier proves the spender account liquidity
by calculating the product of commitments of all the transactions in its account.
This computation can become too slow as the number of transactions grow. A
commitment cache is constantly kept with the rolling product of the commitments to avoid having to compute this calculation for all previous transactions.
Furthermore, participants can construct proofs of the transfer non-interactively,
which reduces communication costs.
3.2

Private Ledger

Definition 8. A private ledger containing m accounts consists of:
– a set of public keys {pki }i∈accts , one for every account, where pki = hski
– for every asset αi with i ∈ assets, a list of private transfers and public
transfers (t0i , . . . , tdi )
A ledger can be visualized as a table of ordered transactions and accounts.
Transactions correspond to rows and accounts correspond to columns.

ID Time Asset
0

-

α0
...

n

-

αn

Account A Account B
Account M
...
pkA
pkB
pkM
t0
...
tn

Table 1: Overview of the contents of the private ledger

All accounts in a private ledger, except for the depositor’s account, can only
issue private transfers. In the private ledger, a depositor is a special type of account that is capable of issuing and withdrawing assets publicly. Private transfers can be issued by any other account and are publicly verifiable such that all
accounts can validate a private transaction in real time.
As the private ledger only stores encrypted information, all accounts must
keep their own data separately in order to be able to answer queries. Our setting
guarantees that an auditor will have reliable answers from queries to any account
based on its encrypted data.
Note that in this article, we will not make use of the depositor accounts for
our private swap protocol.
3.3

Private transfers

A private transaction pt consists of a set of commitments, one for each account,
in which an empty entry is indistinguishable from an entry of an account involved in the transfer. It also contains a set of proofs that allow a public verifier
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check that the transaction conserves assets and the spending account has enough
balance of an asset to transfer. With both commitments and proofs, the integrity
and privacy of the ledger is guaranteed and the transaction graph remains hidden. With audit tokens, any participant can provide provably correct answers to
queries. More formally:
Definition 9. A private transfer is a tuple (cmo , . . . , cmm ) of commitments to
integer values v0 , . . . , vm along with a proof of balance π balance and for every
element of the tuple:
– a proof of assets πiassets
– a token tokeni
– a proof of token consistency πiconsistency

ID Time Asset

-

-

α

Account A
Account B
Account M
...
pkA
pkB
pkM
Com(Z)
Com(Y)
Com(X)
...
tokenM
tokenB
tokenA
consistency
consistency
consistency
assets
assets
assets
πM
πB
πM
πA
πB
πA
balance
π

Table 2: Details of a single private transaction on the ledger

When account holders transfer assets, we make sure that such transfers
never create
Pn or destroy assets. In other words, given a transfer (v0 , . . . , vm ),
we want i=0 vi = 0. To ascertain that this is the case, the account
holder crePn
ating
the
private
transfer
can
pick
the
blinders
r
such
that
r
i
i=0 i = 0, then
Pn
Pn
P
Qn
Qn
n
v i ri
i=0 vi h
i=0 ri = g
i=0 vi , which will be 1 if and
cm
=
g
h
=
g
i
i=0 P
i=0
n
only if i=0 vi = 0.
v i ri
Definition 10. Given a tuple of commitments (cm0 , . . . , cmm ) with cmP
i =g h ,
n
a proof of balance consists of the
choosing blinders ri such P
that i=0 ri =
Qprover
n
n
0. The verifier checks whether i=0 cmi = 1, which implies that i=0 vi = 0.

In order for account holders to make statements about their holdings, they
need some form of access to the blinders used in the relevant parts of previous
private transfers. We cannot simply make the blinders public to everybody, as
that would allow anyone to check who is involved in a private transfer. Instead,
the issuer of a private transfer provides a token:
Definition 11. Given a commitment cmi = g vi hri , the token is pkri i , denoted
tokeni .
Given a commitment cmi and a token tokeni , the verifier needs to be able
to check whether the token indeed represents the blinder ri . For this, we need a
proof of consistency:
Definition 12. A proof of token consistency for a commitment cmi and tokeni
is given by the Σφ protocol with φi : Z2 → G2 , φi (v, r) = (g v hr , pkri ).
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Most importantly, we want to be able to verify that a private transfer only
spends money that is currently held by the spender, i.e. no account holder has
a negative balance.
Definition 13. A proof of assets for a tuple of commitments (cmk0 , . . . , cmkn ),
with cmki = g vki hrki , consists of recommitments (rcmk0 , . . . , rcmkn ) with rcmki =
Pk
0
0
0
0
g vki hrki where vki
= vki if vki ≥ 0 (i receives money) and vki
= x=0 vxi (i
0
spends money and vki
is i’s balance after the current transfer).
The recommitments are accompanied with a range proof proving that vi0 ∈
[0, 2k ) and a consistency proof which consists of the OR-construction applied to
two Generalized Schnorr Protocols. The homomorphisms used are φ1 , φ2 : Z3 →
G2 with:
0

– (i is not a spender) φ1 (v, r, r0 ) = (g v hr , g v hr ), where the issuer shows it has
0
a preimage of (cmki , rcmki ), namely (vki , rki , rki
),
Q
r
0
k
0
v
– (i is a spender) φ2 (v, r, r ) = (g
, g v hr ), where the issuer
x=0 tokenxi
Qk
0
0
shows that it has a preimage of ( x=0 cmxi , rcmki ), namely (vki
, ski−1 , rki
).
The proof of assets also doubles as a proof of spender: only holders to the
secret key of account i can issue a private transfer that spends holdings of account
i.
3.4

Operations

As described above, anybody can verify the correctness of the proofs provided
in the private ledger. Furthermore, any account holder can verify whether their
balance agrees with the current ledger state. Let k be the account holder, b
its expected balance,
Qn and suppose the ledger contains n transfers. We want
to check whether i=0 cmki opens up to the value b. k can compute g b and
has accessQto the secret key skkQsuch that hskk = pkk . k can therefore also
n
n
−b skk
compute
and i=0 tokenki . If b matches the balance in the
Pn( i=0 cmki g )
ledger i=0 vki , then we have the following:
g −b

n
Y

!skk
cmki


skk
Pn
Pn
= g −b g i=0 vki h i=0 rki

i=0
Pn

= (h

i=0

rki skk

)

Pn

rki )
(
= pkk i=0
n
Y
=
tokenki
i=0

Therefore the account holder k can check whether its own balance matches with
the private ledger state by checking:
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g

−b

n
Y
i=0

4

!skk
cmki

?

=

n
Y

tokenki

i=0

Accepting transfers asynchronously

The zkLedger approach requires every issuer of a private transfer to have seen
every previous transfer (or a summary of that) in order to produce a valid
proof of assets. If we have a system in which various issuers may submit private
transfers concurrently, certain submissions can be dropped because it is based
on a previous ledger state. For example, issuers A and B poll the ledger state
at the same time and build their private transfer ptA and ptB with its proof
objects based on that state. If A first submits ptA , then ptB will be rejected by
the system, as its proofs are based on a ledger state that did not include ptA
yet. Once B learns that ptB has been rejected, it could poll to receive the new
ledger state and generate new proofs. However, B can end up in the situation
that right before every submission, A submits a new private transfer which then
gets accepted. This means that B will never have its transfers accepted by the
ledger.
In this section we will see how we can provide the verifier with just enough
information (but not more) to be able to assess whether we can accept transfers
such as ptB or not, without introducing possible double spending.
The idea is that along with the private transfer, the issuer also sends a “proof
of spenders”: the index of the latest transfer the issuer has seen accepted to the
ledger and for every participant a commitment indicating whether they are a
spending party or not. The verifier then has to asses whether the spenders of the
submitted transfer are distinct from the spenders of the intermediate transfers,
i.e. all the transfers accepted to the ledger after the latest transfer seen by the
issuer.
The design goals for this extension are that non-verifier participants should
not learn anything new from the proof of spenders, the verifier can non-interactively
assess the validity of the private transfer, and public verifiability should be retained.
4.1

Proof of spenders

Given a commitment cm = g v hr , the issuer needs to produce a “spending bit
0
commitment” scm = g b hr with b = (v < 0 → 1)∧(v > 0 → 0). Following [15], we
can encode this computation as an arithmetic circuit. Using Bulletproofs we can
therefore produce a proof that the committed value of scm has been computed
correctly from the committed value of cm, which can be verified non-interactively
without having to open either commitments.
Definition 14. A proof of spenders for a private transfer pt with commitments
(cm0 , . . . , cmm ) consists of:
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– an index of the previous transfer pt its proof of assets is based on,
– spending bit commitments (scm0 , . . . , scmm ),
– proofs asserting that if cmi opens up to v, then scmi opens up to b such that
b = (v < 0 → 1) ∧ (v > 0 → 0).
When a verifier receives a private transfer ptm with proof of spenders, it has
to check the proof of assets up until the transaction index n given in the proof
of spenders. It then has to check that since that transfer, the spenders of the
later transfers are disjoint from the spenders of ptm . This amounts to checking
Qn+k
for every participant k, that i=n+1 scmik opens up to 0 if scmmk opens up to
1. If scmmk opens up to 0, we do not care what values
the other commitments
Qn+k
contain. In other words, if scmim opens up to b and x=n+1 scmix opens up to
b0 , then bb0 = 0.
The verifier cannot make the above assertions without knowing the openings
to all spending bit commitments. Therefore every issuer sends the openings to
the verifier (and no one else) when submitting a private transfer. Given these
openings, the verifier can both perform the check, as well as a proof that the
property holds using Bulletproofs. While the non-verifier participants do not
learn from this proof object who the spenders of the private transfers are, they
can use it to check whether the verifier has been honest or not when accepting
the transfer, hence we retain public verifiability.

5

Private swaps

Apart from simply transferring a certain amount of assets between parties, we
might want to perform more complicated transfers. One example of this is an
asset swap: a party wants to transfer an amount X of asset α to the counterparty
and get an amount Y of asset β in return from the counterparty. In this section
we will introduce a protocol to perform these swaps on top of a private ledger.
Our protocol to execute swaps adheres to the following design criteria:
– private: we do not want other other parties to learn who the participants are
in a swap,
– atomic: either both transfers take place or no asset will be swapped,
– safe: if a party does not follow the protocol, the other parties will not end
up losing assets,
– non-blocking: other transfers can be submitted on the private ledger during
the time between a swap is proposed and accepted.
5.1

Protocol

There are three parties involved in the protocol: account holders A and B, who
want to swap assets with each other, and the verifier V, who has to accept the
transfers into the private ledger. The protocol consists of four steps:
–
–
–
–

setup (A → V, A ↔ B)
proposal (A → B)
assessment (B → V) or timeout (A → V)
validation (V)
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Setup We assume that A and B have already exchanged the asset types and
amounts they want to swap.
An initial state of the ledger would contain m accounts and t transactions
which are not displayed in the following table:
ID Time Asset Account A Account B . . . Account M
0. . .k . . .
...
t0 . . . tk
Table 3: State of the ledger before the swap initiates, containing k transfers

Both accounts A and B involved in a swap should be able to participate in
other transfers or swaps during the time a swap takes place.
That B can participate in other transfers or swaps is obvious, as the proof
of assets in ptB→A will be based on an up-to-date ledger state.
To make A’s participation in other transfers during the course of a swap
possible, another temporary account eA must be created in the ledger before the
swap takes place. By submitting a transfer to eA with the agreed amount X, eA
will have enough of the asset to be swapped by the time B accepts or rejects it.
Because eA is created only for this swap and is not participating in any other
swap or transfer, eA holds the same balance during the swap and the verifier V
can verify its non-participation checking the proof of spender. Hence, A is free
to participate in other transfers without compromising the swap.
A has knowledge of eA ’s private key.
ID Time Asset Account A Account B . . . Account M Account eA
0. . .k . . .
...
t0 . . . tk
—————–
Table 4: Account eA is added to the ledger before A proposes the swap

Proposal Account A wants to swap X holdings of an asset α in exchange of Y
of an asset β with account B.
First, A submits a private transfer of asset α to the newly created eA account
with the proposing amount. eA has now X amount of α to spend in the ledger.
ID Time Asset Account A Account B . . . Account M Account eA
0. . .k . . .
...
t0 . . . tk
—————–
k+1 . . .
α
Com(-X)
Com(0)
. . . Com(0)
Com(+X)
Table 5: A sends funds to eA in the proposal stage so that A can still participate in
future transactions independently of the duration of the swap.

eA creates two conflicting private transfers of amount X of asset α, pteA →B
and pteA →A , for the cases where B accepts and rejects the swap, respectively.
Both private transfers are encrypted with the verifier’s public key, so that B
won’t be able to see or modify them when she receives the swap proposal. Only
one of these two private transfers will finally be submitted to the ledger, depending on whether B accepts or rejects the proposed swap.
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By the time eA proposes the swap, he also knows what amounts B will have
to send to A in case she accepts the exchange. Therefore, eA creates the commitments of the transfer ptB→A that B will later submit, i.e. a set of commitments
of value Y in entry A and 0 otherwise. eA signs the commitments of this transfer
so that B cannot forge them. This way we ensure that B will submit her agreed
amount in the swap.
eA will then send the following data to B:
– encpte →A : pteA →A encrypted with V’s private key in case the swap is reA
jected.
– encre →A : The blinders of the commitments of pteA →A encrypted with V’s
A
private key.
– encpte →B : pteA →B encrypted with V’s private key in case the swap is acA
cepted
– (veA →B , reA →B ): The openings of the commitments of pteA →B
– (vB→A , rB→A ): The openings of the commitments of ptB→A
eA
– σcms
: The signature of the commitments of ptB→A
B→A
Assessment Once B receives the proposed swap from eA , she first checks that
0
) of ptB→A correspond to the
openings (v0 , . . . , vm ) of pteA →B and (v00 , . . . , vm
agreed amounts to exchange.
(Accept) If B accepts the swap, she creates and signs the commitments from
the openings of pteA →B sent by eA , proving that B agrees with the committed
values in the transfer.
B also creates another set of commitments from the openings of ptB→A sent
by eA and compute the corresponding proofs. B submits the private transfer
ptB→A computer from the commitments received from eA and the necessary
proofs, along with:
B
– σcms
: The signature of the commitments of pteA →B
eA →B
– encpte →B : The already encrypted transfer pteA →B by eA
A
eA
– σcms
: The signature of the commitments of ptB→A signed by eA
B→A

(Reject) If B rejects the swap, she just submits the encrypted private transfer
pteA →A received from eA and the blinders of its commitments.
Verification
(Accept) If B accepted the exchange, the verifier V performs the following actions:
– Dec(encpte

A →B

–

): Decrypts the accepted transfer pteA →B

B
Verify(σcms
eA →B

, pteA →B ): Verifies the signature produced by B against the
commitments of pteA →B
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eA
, ptB→A ): Verifies the signature produced by eA against the
– Verify(σcms
B→A
commitments of ptB→A
– Checks both pteA →B and ptB→A proofs.

If signatures and other NIZK proofs are verified, V submits both pteA →B and
ptB→A at the same time. Otherwise, no private transfer is submitted. In any
case, atomicity is preserved.
ID
0. . .k
k+1
k+2. . .n
n+1
n+2

Time
...
...
...
...
...

Asset
...
α
...
α
β

Account A Account B . . . Account M Account eA
t0 . . . tk
—————–
cm(-X)
cm(0)
. . . cm(0)
cm(+X)
tk+2 . . . tn
cm(0)
cm(+X)
. . . cm(0)
cm(-X)
cm(+Y)
cm(-Y)
. . . cm(0)
cm(0)

Table 6: The swap is accepted and both A and B exchange the agreed amounts.

(Reject) If B rejected the exchange, V:
– Dec(encpte →A ): Decrypts pteA →A encrypted by A
A
– Dec(encre →A ): Decrypts blinders of the commitments of pteA →A encrypted
A
by A with the verifier’s public key
– Validate all proofs in pteA →A
Only pteA →A is submitted on the private ledger, returning funds to A.
ID
0. . .k
k+1
k+2. . .n
n+1

Time
...
...
...
...

Asset Account A Account B . . . Account M Account eA
...
t0 . . . tk
—————–
α
cm(-X)
cm(0)
. . . cm(0)
cm(+X)
...
tk+2 . . . tn
α
cm(+X)
cm(0)
. . . cm(0)
cm(-X)

Table 7: The swap is rejected and no asset is finally exchanged.

Finally, eA is removed from the set of active accounts on the ledger and she
will not participate in following transfers:
ID
0...k
k+1. . .n+l
n+l+1. . .n+l+r

Time
...
...
...

Asset Account A Account B . . . Account M Account eA
...
t0 . . . tk
—————–
...
tk+1 . . . tn+l
...
tn+l+1 . . . tn+l+r
—————–

Table 8: eA becomes an inactive account and stops participating in future transactions

Certain invariants need to hold before one can remove an escrow account ei
or any other account in the private ledger:
– The issuer must hold a private key of the account to remove
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– The account must have 0 holdings of every asset
Once an account is removed, it becomes an inactive account. No account can
send any holdings to an inactive account, but the ledger needs to still be able to
point to it so that other previous transfers’ proofs are verified.

Private Swap Protocol
Input: g, h ∈ G, α, β, veA →A , veA →B , vB→A ∈ Zm
q
Proposal (A → B)

Assessment (B → V)

Validation (V)

reA →A , reA →B , rB→A ←$ Zm
q
A computes:
pteA →A = pt(veA →A , reA →A )
pteA →B = pt(veA →B , reA →B )
cmsB→A = Com(vB→A , rB→A )
encpte

A →A

encre

= EncpkV (reA →A )

A →A

encpte

A →B

eA
σcms
B→A

= EncpkV (pteA →A )
= EncpkV (pteA →B )

= SigeA (cmsB→A )

A sends:

If B accepts the swap:

encpte

, encre

encpte

eA
, σcms
B→A
→B

A →A
A

A →A

(veA →B , reA →B ), (vB→A , rB→A )

B computes:
cmseA →B = Com(veA →B , reA →B )
B
σcms
= SigB (cmseA →B )
eA →B
ptB→A = pt(vB→A , rB→A )
B sends:

V computes:

encpte

A →B

B
σcms
,
eA →B

, ptB→A
eA
σcms
B→A

pteA →B = Dec(encpte

A →B

)

B
Verify(σcms
, pteA →B )
eA →B
eA
Verify(σcmsB→A , ptB→A )

If B rejects the swap:
B sends:

V computes:

encpte

A →A

, encre

A →A

pteA →A = Dec(encpte →A )
A
reA →A = Dec(encre →A )
A

Completeness Given two honest parties, we consider the protocol to be complete if both parties receive their agreed amount of the corresponding asset when
a swap is accepted.
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(B → A) Account A is certain to receive the agreed amount Y of asset β from
B for the following actions that eA performs during the proposal stage:
– eA signs the commitments of ptB→A and sends the openings to B. B cannot
generate the same commitments from different values, so she must commit
to the openings sent by A. The verifier V validates ptB→A only if its commitments are signed by eA .
– eA encrypts pteA →B and pteA →A with V’s public key, guaranteeing that B
cannot see the proofs and therefore, cannot submit a private transfer pteA →B
separately without submitting her part of the swap. Only V can decrypt these
encrypted private transfers and submit them afterwards.
(A → B) If both parties act honestly, account B also ascertains to receive the
agreed amount from A. In assessment step of the protocol, B receives from eA
the openings of the commitments of pteA →B . As B creates new commitments
with the openings sent by A and signs these commitments, pteA →B is valid only
if its commitments match the ones signed by B, once pteA →B is decrypted.
Soundness If A or B are malicious, an atomic swap cannot take place.
(A Malicious) Let eA be a malicious account that encrypts pteA →B with values
that differ from the agreed values. Despite not being honest, eA needs to send
the openings of the commitments to B. If the openings (v1 , . . . , vm ) don’t match
with the values agreed, B rejects the swap. If they do match, B commits and
signs the commitments of pteA →B . Finally, V decrypts pteA →B and checks that
its commitments don’t match the commitments signed by B and the swap is
dismissed.
In a different scenario, if eA tries to submit a transfer to return funds to A
while the swap is ongoing, the first part of the swap will fail and both transfers
in the swap will be rejected, due to its atomicity.
(B Malicious) Let B be malicious now. She commits to different values in
ptB→A . As these commitments are signed by eA separately, the swap fails.
B cannot replicate pteA →B as she does not have the means to create the necessary proofs on behalf of eA and cannot decrypt the encrypted private transfer
pteA →B sent by eA , so pteA →B cannot be forged.

6

Implementation

We have implemented a prototype in Haskell to evaluate the design proposed in
this paper. We use the elliptic curve secp256k1, a 256-bit Koblitz curve of prime
order. That every point on the curve is a generator is important to our setting.
Our setting requires that h is drawn randomly and that no participant knows
the discrete log of h with respect to the base generator g.

Extending zkLedger with private swaps
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We use a Haskell implementation [1] of the Schnorr NIZK protocol [14,9] to
generate non-interactive zero-knowledge proofs of knowledge and the signatures
involved in the atomic swap protocol. For the Fiat-Shamir transformation, it
uses SHA256 as the random oracle.
A Haskell implementation [2] of the Bulletproofs protocol is used to generate range proofs (for the proof of assets) and zero-knowledge arguments for
arithmetic circuits (for the proof of spenders).

7

Conclusion

We have presented a way to asynchronously deal with private transfer submission and verification in a zkLedger setting. We achieve this by introducing a
designated verifier who is told for every transfer who the spender is, but does
not learn anything beyond that. This verifier then uses that information along
with the other proofs to decide whether it can accept the transfer onto the ledger
or not. The computations involved in this decision are done in a verifiable way,
meaning that any participant can assess whether the verifier has acted correctly,
without having access to the same information as the verifier.
Furthermore, we have specified a protocol to perform swaps on the zkLedger
platform, making essential use of our asynchronous transfer submission and
verification extension. This allows parties to swap assets without having other
non-verifier participants learn who are the participants in the swap and which
amounts are being transferred.

8

Future work

Obscuring assets At the moment, a private transfer exposes which asset it involves. When dealing with swaps, verifiers then see which assets are being exchanged. Instead, we could have a commitment to the id of an asset and work
with that. This change would complicate computing the commitment to a certain account holder’s balance with regards to a specific asset, as needed for the
proof of assets.
Obscuring swap participants to the verifier Our protocol for private swaps exposes the parties involved in a swap to the verifier. In our protocol this is needed
for the signature checks to assess the authenticity of the swap and to check the
proofs of spenders.
Encrypting recipients in private transfers When a private transfer is accepted
onto the ledger, the recipients of the transfer need to be notified and update
their own balances accordingly. Currently this notification occurs outside the
scope of the system. Consequently, if a recipient is not notified, it will not be
able to issue transfers, as the proof of assets will be incorrect. We could encrypt
the recipient information and attach it to the private transfer itself, along with
a zero-knowledge proof that the encrypted information is consistent with the
amounts transferred.
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Generalizing to arbitrary multiparty financial workflows We would like to generalize the private swap protocol to arbitrary workflows. In the system described
in this paper, which information each party has differs. While there is a shared
state, namely the ledger, the access to the unencrypted information differs per
party involved. A potential candidate for a language to reason about the transfer
of information in these workflows is dynamic epistemic logic [7].
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